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1st Place: Wisdom in Life 

Shishir Kumar (India) 

  
I have always wondered what is 

more important in life? Walking a path less 
travelled and facing the music as it comes or 
following the rules and letting the road take 
you where it goes? I don’t know.  Maybe I 
never will. Life, to me, is about breaking the 
bonds and soaring high in the sky like a kite. 
But every kite has a string attached to it. 
Sometimes the string keeps on drawing and 
the kite keeps on flying higher and higher. 
Sometimes the string breaks and the kite falls 
to the ground. So does this mean the string 
keeps the kite from reaching its frontiers?  Or 
does this mean the string is keeping the kite 
grounded enough to fly? 
 

In my first year of engineering, still 
in my teens, first time out of house, no paren-
tal monitoring, no responsibilities ex-
cept ,maybe studying ,with practically every-
body from a different background and culture, 
it was a total mismatch. During those days, 
fist fights were common.  One guy used to 

make fun of me, and I would poke him in the 
morning. We met at the breakfast table and I 
would always observe him taking his breakfast 
without washing his mouth. I would ask “why 

no mouth wash?” He always used 
to respond “lion does not wash his 
mouth.”  One day I observed him 
washing his mouth so I asked “lion 
became human today?” He replied 
“lion does not wash his arse, but I 
do.”  I gave up poking him. Eventu-
ally when we passed out, we knew 
each other but not in same circle of 
friends.  Seven years went by.  I 
joined the merchant navy and trav-
eled the world and he left for Eu-

rope and the US.  After my business course in 
2009, I was looking for funding for my startup.  
We again met in a social group of friends.  This 
time we bonded over vodka and refreshed sto-
ries. He agreed to be the first investor in my 
startup. 
 

While coming via London to Talla-
hassee, I met a friend whom I had not met even 
once in the past 15 years. She waited on me 
four hours past her bedtime, made my breakfast 
and paid £50 for the taxi for my return trip to 
Heathrow.  It was only when I was leaving in 
the morning, after staying less than five hours 
at her house, that I realized her child was sick 
all along.  And she never ever mentioned once. 
The point here is the strings are entirely yours 
to decide. There is a famous African proverb 
“if you want to go fast, go alone. But, if you 
want to go far, go in a group.” 
  

That being said, history tells us one 
single thing: Fortune favors the brave.  So what 
does being brave mean ? What do the Beatles, 
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Congratulations to this semester’s winners! 

1st Place:  Shishir Kumar (page 1) 

2nd Place:  Madeleine Clement (page 2) 
  

CIES Writing Competition 

Alexander the Great, Michael Shumacher 
and Einstein have in common ? 
Beatles experimented with their band 
members, music and LSD.  Alexander 
was nearly killed in the very first battle he 
lead.  Michael Schumacher had the repu-
tation of crashing his cars in his rivals on 
the race track. Einstein divorced his wife 
to marry his cousin and eventually died 
alone.  All of these were outliers who 
were radicals in their field and faced great 
doubts in their lives, paid for these mis-
givings in the form of experiments which 
involved failures at a great cost to self or 
personal relations and then overcome their 
dark times which created wells in their 
souls to climb out and reach the pinnacle 
of success. 
 

In the movie Million Dollar 
Baby, an unknown woman in her mid 30s 
forces the trainer to teach her the skills 
necessary to succeed and become million 
dollar baby. In the last stages of movie, 
she is kicked down and becomes a quadri-
plegic.  She says to her trainer “I’m not 
asking” and forces her trainer to let her 
ride her way into the sunset .  I would 
think the motivation to pursue your 
dreams, to stand up for what you believe 
in and then getting up after being mowed 
down are the characteristics which essen-
tially define life. Strings do keep you 
grounded.  But then at the end it is you 
who has to decide whether you really 
want to fly to challenge your frontiers in 
the blue sky and maybe, find your way 
home. ■          

Ice is forming on the tips of my wings 
Unheeded warnings, I thought, I thought of everything 

No navigator to find my way home 
Unladen, empty and turned to stone 

A soul in tension that's learning to fly 
Condition grounded but determined to try 
Can't keep my eyes from the circling skies 

Tongue-tied and twisted just an earth-bound misfit, I 
 

Pink Floyd – Learning to Fly 
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and Andy Warhol as well as new modern art artists. Later, I went 
to Times Square which I disliked because of the large crowd, but 
the only reason I went was because I went to see a Broadway show. 
It´s named was On Your Feet! and it was a musical based on the 
lives of Gloria Estefan and her 
husband including their back-
ground and music carriers. I 
really liked it because it  had 
that Latin spice and flavor. 
After the show, I did some 
shopping and walk through 
Soho and Union Square. At 
night I went to a nice restaurant 
and walk through Battery Park 
and Wall Street, which was very 
calm and peaceful. Building and 
bridge lights are beautiful in 
the dark. My favorite building 
at night is the One World Trade Center which is right beside the 
9/11 Memorial. The fountain sound is peaceful and I´m glad I was 
able to be there in the light and in dark. 

 

July 11, 2016 

1:21 PM —Plane - I’m going back to Tallahassee.  Today, I ate 
lunch with a friend in Urban Space and tried a sushi burrito which 
in fact was very good!  Later, I went to Penn Station to ride a train 
which took me to Newark Liberty International Airport where my 
flight departs back to Tally. 

 - - - -  
Sometimes we don't focus on little details in the moment 

they occur, but later on, they turn into beautiful memories. Most 
of my memories of our trip to New York were little details that 
I´m glad I was able to remember not matter how silly they were. 

 
 

I will not hesitate to mention that I did got lost in the Sub-
way multiple times but it was part of the journey. I never felt 
scared or insecure because I knew you were with me all the time 
taking care of me from up there. I really loved this weekend get 
away, I really needed it. All this, like most things in my life, was 
possible thanks to my parents that I love with all my heart as 
much as I love you. Thank you for everything Nane, I will always 
remember you for your “passion red” lipstick  and the mark 
kisses you left on our cheek after every greeting.  I will never 
stop saying that I want to be like you or live the life that you did 
when I grow older. You are inspiring, it is incredible the passion 
you had for life after all things that happened to you. That 

makes you my hero. I love you from the bottom of my heart. ■  

    -Made, tu chomba, tu consentida.                   

Dear Nane, 
 
 

July 8, 2016 
9:39 AM -Plane- Today I'm traveling to one of the places I had the 
pleasure to visit with you back in 2005. I was very young but I still re-
member the  details of our trip. I'm very thankful that God gave us the 
opportunity to share beautiful moments together and I will absolutely 
have you in my thoughts in every single moment. I remember our jour-
ney to get to our final destination, a little bit rough due to a storm. 
However, no matter the situation, you always had a positive perspective 
about what we were passing through. I remember being very scared as 
well as Liz and you silly entertained us during the turbulence. I still re-
member when you use to tell us, your grandchildren and also the rest of 
the family, "whenever you are feeling sad or scared, do something out of 
your comfort zone". It will always keep you distracted from the main 
problem and it will help to overcome it faster. So that exactly what you 
did. 

 
 

12:34 AM: Hotel- I visited the Rockefeller Center, I remember that you 
make Liz and me squat for a picture to get the perfect angle of the gold 
statue, and we were not too happy about it. Moreover, as soon as I saw a 
bike taxi at Central Park I remembered when you make the driver stop 
for us to see a squirrel rolling up a tree. Later on, I walk through 5th 
avenue and suddenly I walked across “Build-A-Bear Workshop”, I abso-
lutely had to walk in. I felt like I was “Tutty Frutty” (my nickname as a 
child) again. I had flashbacks when I got crazy buying a stuffed bunny 
which you named it Maddielu and helped me pick cute clothes and 
even a ballerina costume. 

 
July 9, 2016 

 
2:33 AM- Hotel- Today I went to places we didn't go or I don´t remem-
ber. I do remember the Brooklyn Bridge, Battery Park and The Statue of 
Liberty but not in details. When I was at Battery Park and I saw the boats 
that take you to The Stature of Liberty. It reminded me how cold we were 
on our ride there because we decided to ride a “Speedboat”. Since it was 
summer the `fun´ was to get a little wet. Afterward, I went to the Empire 
State, being able the sunset from up there was gorgeous, every time the 
wind blew I felt that you were there with me. I will always remember 
when I went to visit you in the afternoon back home, we watch the sunset 
from the balcony eating “Upside-down cake” with a class of iced milk 
with a background sound of the local news. 
I hang out with Michaella almost the whole afternoon as well as 
yesterday. We ate at delicious restaurants and had some drinks at nice 
rooftop bars. 

 
July 10, 2016 

 

1:45 AM- I woke up almost at noon, I was very tired from yesterday. I went 
to The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) I enjoyed it a lot. I saw a lot of 

different artworks. I was able to see paintings from Picasso, Van Gogh, 

2nd Place:  Journal of a New York Getaway 
Madeleine Clement (Panama) 
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Not long ago during a conversation 
with a group of friends we talked about where 
the best place to learn English is. I said CIES! 
And if anyone ever asked me the same ques-
tion, I would say the same answer in a heart-
beat. I have studied in CIES for about two 
years and I did not expect I would spend this 
much time in this place, but I am glad I did. 
During this time, I had the privilege to im-
prove my English under the supervision of 
some of the best English language teachers. 
Also, this time, allowed me to encounter 
many students from around the globe who 
helped me to see the world from another per-
spective and to learn about some of their 
unique traditions. Being abroad and away 
from my family and friends can be hard 
sometimes especially in the beginning, but 
this helps you to shape your personality and 
learn how to be self-reliant. 

    CIES has an incredible intimate 
environment that promotes a great opportuni-
ty of learning and making friends from all 
over the world. At the beginning, I did not 
enjoy having a small place to study in since I 
was in college before coming to CIES and all 
the buildings and classes were spacious and 
packed with students. After a while, I found 
out having this building is the secret behind 

this great environment. I still do not know 
where the class 312 at CIES is located, 
though!  

If you want to learn English under 
the supervision of great scholars, you should 
think about choosing CIES as your first desti-
nation. Learning about English grammar rules 
and other English matters is not the only thing 
I have learned from CIES teachers. I have 
learned many other ways of how to run effi-
cient and enjoyable classes. The teachers here 
at CIES have always encouraged me to work 
harder and never stop improving my English. 
I have won the first CIES voices writing com-
petition after the encouragement Ms. Calyn 
Stringer has provided to me to submit my 
essay and I am writing this one too because of 
one of the best teachers I have ever had Mr. 
Andrew Wilson. I am not writing these few 
words just to be nice to these people, but be-
cause this is what I truly feel.  

Before my arrival to Tallahassee, I 
was both scared and reluctant to move away 
from family and friends. These worries start-
ed to fade away upon the start of my first 
session at CIES (Fall 1, 2014). I always be-
lieved that starting on the right foot is what 
always helps you to excel in anything you 
want to achieve in life. Unlike many of my 

friends, I was not fully concerned about how 
to pass the language standardized tests as 
much as I want to be a diligent student in 
order to improve my English. I believe that 
improving your English is what lasts forever 
and with the time you will be able to pass 
these tests without the need to sweat over 
those language standardized worries. Luckily, 
after a short period of time at CIES, I was 
able to pass those tests without really prepar-
ing specifically for these tests and my strategy 
has paid off. After that, I have become more 
concerned about how to be proficient in Eng-
lish more than anything else which upon this 
day has been my short term goal.  

Although looking for a place to 
learn English can be overwhelming because 
there is an endless number of centers in and 
outside the United States, CIES is the perfect 
choice without the need to look for other lan-
guage centers. Another thing, for all those 
who have just started their journey at CIES, 
never be disappointed and focus on improving 
your English by working hard, learning from 
your beautiful mistakes, and making friends 
from different nationalities. Finally, thank 
you all for making my journey at CIES enjoy-
able and beneficial and I would never ever 
forget the great I had here at CIES. ■  

My Journey at CIES - Abdulaziz Almuawa (Saudi Arabia) 

squared circle, or cutting a promo using a 
mic. So now the 
question has to be 
asked: why do 
fans of this sport 
insist on watch-
ing it even though 
they know it is 
fake? 

 The 
answer is very 
simple. It lies in WWE’s storytelling tech-
niques. WWE has been proficient in their 
booking of events that captures the attentions 
of fans around the globe. Its booking of long 
lasting rivalries, superstar returns, and unpre-
dictable scenarios, makes wrestling fans com-
mitted to tune in every week to watch WWE’s 

weekly episodes. It is just like watching a 
TV series to catch 
up with the events. 
Another factor that 
affects the ratings 
is the diversity of 
characters that the 
superstars play. 
Over the last 30 
years, WWE have 
had a ridiculous 

number of characters that amazed its fans, 
which makes the experience similar to the 
one of watching a movie from Marvel. In 
my opinion, WWE’s pre-booked story-
lines make it gain an advantage over other 
real sports, where reality, sometimes, is in 
conflict with excitement! ■  

Reality is not often encouraged when watch-
ing entertainment programs! WWE is the 
biggest wrestling company leading the world 
of wrestling entertainment. There was a long 
time controversy on whether WWE, or wres-
tling entertainment in general, is real or not. 
However, this disagreement among people 
began to vanish after WWE itself had implic-
itly implied, in more than one occasion on 
their broadcasts, that its live events are script-
ed, and all of the matches’ outcomes are pre-
determined. These decisions are profoundly 
based on how much popularity a WWE super-
star draws from a never shy crowd. Therefore, 
a wrestler’s success in the WWE depends on 
how much emotion he can pull from the audi-
ence whether he is performing in the ring, the 

My Passion: World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) 
Jameel Awad (Saudi Arabia) 
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INTRODUCTION 

All cities have problems and we 
often search for different solutions that will 
get us to the same result and that will solve 
the problem. Tallahassee comes from the 
Native American language Muskogean, and it 
means “Old fills” or “Old town”. When the 
US gained their independence from the UK, 
San Agustin and Pensacola were fighting 
about which city should be the capital of the 
state of Florida. Therefore, the territorial gov-
ernor William Pope Duval delegated a com-
mission to find the middle point between the 
two cities and that is how Tallahassee was 
born. The census conducted in 2010 estimates 
that Tallahassee’s population is 181,376 (Fact 
Finder). Out of that population 80,000 are 
students in universities and colleges which are 
more exposed to the problem of drugs (Fact 
Finder). Imagine that a 44.107% of the city is 
more exposed to drugs and especially to ec-
stasy, which is an important component for 
the new drug called “Molly”. This essay is 
going to present the problems of molly, the 
effects on the community, and the solution we 
can implement for the problem. 

THE PROBLEM 

Ecstasy is derived from the amphet-
amines with hallucinogenic effects and can be 
produced in any laboratory around the word. 
It was created in Germany in 1914 by the 
Laboratories Merck. However, the pill was 
never used in the open market until the 50s 
when it was recovered for new experiments. 
Latter on used as an antidepressant, but the 
illegal abuse of the drug didn’t take long to 
start in the west of the United States. People 
were consuming extreme amounts of drugs in 
1990; after this year the USA made illegal the 
use of drug (European Monitoring Center for 
Drugs and Drugs addiction). However, it was 
not possible to stop the grow of the ecstasy in 
the illegal market. It didn’t take long for new 
drugs to be made which one of their principal 
ingredients was ecstasy. As an example, Mol-
ly also known as pills has always been a prob-
lematic drug for the community.  

A lot of young people are often 

using drugs in concerts. Some of them even 
say “We use the drug because it makes us feel 
the music not only hear it” (Drug Forum). 
Therefore, this way of thinking won’t be 
stopped so easily in the young community. 
Students seem to be always surrounded and 
also tempted by drugs. The drug can be con-
sumed as a pill orally, injected to the veins, or 
inhaled. Once the drug is consumed, your 
body will have two different effects. One of 
these is the physical effect, which causes the 
body tachycardia, arrhythmia, hypertension, 
dry mouth, sweating, contraction of the jaw, 
dehydration, stimulation, increased alertness 
and insomnia (National Institute on Drug 
Abuse). Meanwhile, the psychological effects 
are sociability, empathy, feeling of euphoria, 
talkativeness, increased sexual desire, and 
also altered perceptions, movement, time, and 
space (National Institute on Drug Abuse).  

SOLUTION 

As we have previously spoke drugs 
are a vast business and it moves a lot of mon-
ey around the world. Therefore, this makes so 
much harder to fight against it. The solution 
for the problem is creating a ISI (Immune 
System Enhancer). It is a special liquid, 
which can be distributed from the top of the 
city as gas. Once a person inhales it the im-
mune process starts helping the immune sys-
tem making it stronger. Some people where 
worry that if a person can’t be affected by 
drugs how did medicine is going to work. I 
explain that once the body assimilate entirely 
the new substance meanwhile it will protect 
you from any illness. 

THE COMMUNITY 

The survey, which was conducted 
on 10 students inside the Florida State Uni-
versity campus, asked several questions. 
However, before starting a few notes were 
taken while the students were answering the 
questions. The notes were made to show their 
body language and how comfortable they felt 
when they were asked the questions. Out of 
the 10 people asked, four of them didn’t react 
to the survey in a protective or anxious way. 
They were open to answer all the questions 
without any problem. In contrast, the other six 
people were anxious as soon as they acknowl-
edged the subject. Some started sweating and 
others couldn’t make eye contact, showing us 
that the use of drugs is a taboo topic to speak 
with someone they don’t know.  

Out of the 10 people, four were 
totally open to say that they had used drugs in 
one moment of their life. Also they said that 
stopping the use of drugs is not a really good 
solution. They think drugs play an important 
role for parties or concerts. Therefore, all of 
their suggestions gave the conclusion that for 
them drugs are not a big problem for society. 
Meanwhile, the students that were more anx-
ious said that they have never taken any drug 
of any kind in their lives. They agree that the 
solution for drugs is totally cutting it from the 
roots. Although, just two of them were will-
ing to make any decision necessary to solve 
the problem. Once their personal opinion was 
heard, the solution of the essay was given to 
them. Afterwards, the people that were happy 
to eliminate drugs were asked if they can 
come up with another crazy idea like the one 
given to them or if they fine any problem with 
the solution. Out of the six people that were 
asked one gave other solution. His idea was to 
make the doping test every few weeks with-
out any pattern and in this way they can al-
ways catch the students that were using any 
illegal substance. Surprisingly the other five 
were more concern about the solution. All of 
them asked the same question: If the body is 
not affected by any drug how are we going to 
use medicine when we fall sick? Once again 
the solution was reaped, but with more specif-
ic information so they can see the answer of 
their question. 

CONCLUSION 

To reiterate, the problem can be 
eradicated with the use of the solution against 
any type of drug. That way the drug business 
will not be any more a good idea for anyone. 
As a result of the market fall, the solution will 
also help the environment and the ecosystem 
since the illegal cutting down of trees in a few 
part of Asia is the first step of creating Molly.  
Therefore, people won’t take risks any more 
by trying to get it because it won’t be as lu-
crative as before.  ■  

Molly: The New Drug of 
Tallahassee 
Felix Varas (Ecuador) 
 

Local  
issues & 
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Tallahassee is a city which became 
the capitol of Florida in 1924 when it was 
called the Florida Territory. Sitting at just 
over 200 feet above sea level, which is high 
by Florida’s standards, Tallahassee is the 
home of the Florida State University (FSU), 
which is ranked 43erd best public university 
by the “US News and World Reports”.  Tal-
lahassee, according to the TLCPD (2010), 
had a population of about 181,376 people, 
and more than 70, 000 of the people who live 
in Tallahassee are students. Tallahassee is 
also the home of the Florida A&M Universi-
ty (FAMU), which is one of the country’s 

largest historically black universities by total 
enrollment. Even though, Tallahassee is a city 
also known by their peaceful living, there is 
one major problem which people often ig-
nore, which is the amount of homeless people 
in the city. In the following, we are going to 
see the problem itself, what the community 
thinks about it, and a possible solution for this 
problem. Homelessness is a real and big prob-
lem in Tallahassee. 

Homelessness is the state in which 
of people are living in a place not meant for 
human habitation, which is caused by not 
having a job and money enough to have a 
place to live. There are a host of issues that 
may lead to homelessness including job loss, 
family crisis, disabilities, and struggles with 
mental health and substance abuse. Tallahas-
see is the city with more homeless people in 
Florida, it is estimated that from 3,000 to 
4,000 people experience homelessness annu-
ally in Tallahassee. Even though, according to 
the Council of Homelessness of Florida, in 
the last few years we have seen a significant 
reduction of homelessness in Florida, there 
are still thousands of Floridians without a 
home. Also, a scary percentage of the home-
less people are war veterans (27%), a statistic 
given by the Big Bend Homeless Coalition 

(BBHC), which in my perspective is seen 
as a bad way to pay to the people who 
defend the honor of the US.  

There are many misperceptions 
and stereotypes associated with home-
lessness. Many people believe that home-
less people are just males with some disa-
bling conditions or substance abuse prob-
lems, and who are to blame for their 
homelessness. Many of them suffer in a 
condition of chronic homelessness (being 
homeless in a long term and repeatedly). 
Most people blames the homeless about 
their situation, even though in the majori-
ty of causes is caused by a disabling con-
dition. However, the male homeless with 
a disability only accounts the 15% of the 
homeless population. Homelessness in-
cludes man, woman, children, families 
and even youth. The majority of these 
have face traumas and crisis that are out-
side of their control. Nearly 1/3rd of all 
the homeless people, are children and 
youth who are living through this crisis 
because of the situation of their parents. 
So, why should they live through this if 
it’s not their fault? ■  

problems in 
Tallahassee 

Homelessness in 
Tallahassee 
Diego Sanchez (Honduras) 
 

Around CIES 
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Thoughts on Life 
Margarete Mequita (Brazil) 

CIES Voices is a showcase of student’s authentic 
writing and compositions. 

The Center for Intensive English Studies is an Inten-
sive English Program located in the heart of campus 
at Florida State University.  Our students come from 
all over the globe to enroll in robust and challenging 
seven-week English sessions. 

Thanks to our students, faculty, and administration 
for making the CIES Voices publication possible. 

Special Thanks to our judges:  Selene Capparelli, 
Sofia Castillo,  Michelle Claycomb, Claire Sipple, 
and Cailin Tokarczyk 

without melancholy or morbidity, just as the only 
absolute truth in life:  everybody dies someday. 

But coming back to the small deaths in life that I 
mentioned above. If we hadn't little deaths, we 
couldn't move on, make new choices, follow oth-
er paths, change the course and let the north wind 

take us. 

When something 
ends in our life, 
we put our choic-
es in perspective 
and in the midst 
of mourning the 

loss, we perceive a new direction, a new word 
and a new life. ■          

Every time I have a little death, I die when 
I say goodbye to someone, to somewhere, 
of a work, holidays happy... 

But also I said goodbye to myself, when I 
abandon old ideas and habits, and when I 
get out of the comfort zone, and open my 
mind for the new, 
the unknown. But 
that is good, I think. 

Fernando Pessoa, a 
Portuguese poet, 
said:  "Navegar é 
preciso, viver não", 
which translates: "Navigation is precise but 
not living." I request permission to the poet 
and say: dying is precise and necessary, and 
I am talking about the necessity of dying 

CIES Writing Competition 

Voices Editor:  

Andrew Wilson 

Center for Intensive English Studies 
634 West Call Street 

Tallahassee, FL 32306-1127 
Phone: (850) 644-4797 

Fax: (850) 644-7417 

cies@admin.fsu.edu 

www.facebook.com/CIES.FSU 

Dr. Patrick Kennell, Director 
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